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Social sites like Backbone and tweeter are the odder ways of sharing our 

feelings with our near and dear ones. These modern means of 

communication appear to be meaningful ways of communication but in 

reality have negative effects. The privacy of a person exists nowhere on 

these so- called social sites. But the Irony Is we still praise the West for 

providing us such a great platform for communicating with our family and 

friends. Almost every technology has a bright and dark side to it, its positive 

and negative repercussions. 

About a couple of decades back, communicating with a relative or friend was

not as easy as It Is today. We used to correspondence once a twice a month 

to Inform them about the latest happenings. We were deeply involved in the 

communication process. We were so excited while speaking to our parents or

friends while calling them from abroad. But today, such emotions can hardly 

be witnessed. Inevitably, we are technologically advanced but we have been 

morally and spiritually weakened. We are heading towards cultural 

decadence ever since technology has become a part of lives. 

It seems as if we have sunk into an ocean of nothingness. With the help of 

the latest technology, fake IDs can easily be made. Besides, you can post 

malicious content to defame a relative or friend. You can also do It out of 

Jealousy or If you want to take revenge for something. Determining whether 

technology Is a boon or bane Is not easy. However, I believe it has more evil 

effects than good. Technology has taken over almost every aspect of our 

lives – be it personal, social or professional. Even children are not left 

untouched by the growing craze of the latest gadgets and APS. It all began 

with smart classes and now these APS and gadgets have taken over almost 
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every part of our lives. My neighbor’s daughter reads from he tab and then 

goes to sleep,” says Sarnia Khan, mother of a 19 year old from and resident 

of Model Gram. “ As a child I wouldn’t sleep until my mother would sing me a

lullaby. My daughter too has been brought up this way. But what we see 

today is unbelievable,” she adds. 1 OFF Though development in technology 

is an achievement in itself, what happens when it begins to replace humans 

in your life? 

What to do when a 3-year-old depends on their tablet for sleep? “ At time 

when a mother is busy with various games and APS like Temple Run, Candy 

Crush, Watchstrap and Backbone, what can we expect from hillier? ” asks 

Archaic Roar, who runs a preschool. “ This dependence on technology can be

a boon as it helps in keeping abreast with the latest happenings, but where 

to draw the limit? ” There are a lot of applications that cater to specific age 

groups and are a great hit too. Today everything that a mother could 

possibly teach a child is easily available on Internet. 

In fact many even say they do depend on the Internet for parenting tips. “ 

Internet is so vast and has the knowledge about almost everything that we 

need today. I have downloaded some games and stories for my aught so that

she can learn new things. I don’t see anything wrong with this,” says Span 

Khan, mother of a 4 year old and resident of Kitchen Magna. Applications like

sing and learn colors that teach children to identify colors, pocket phonetics 

for lessons on pronunciation, peek-a-boo games for toddlers and a lot of 

other educational entertainment games are available these days. One can 

easily find information regarding the best applications for toddlers to keep 

them busy. What I don’t understand is that how come a toddler needs all 
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these applications? What has appended to real toys and home learning? ” 

asks Sheikh Purl, a child specialist in the city. “ These not only have serious 

implications on their physical health, but affects their mental health too. It is 

like replacing the role of a mother. Many may argue that what I am saying is 

exaggeration, but they should realize that with time the child may get 

detached from the real world and it’s not a good sign,” she adds. E cannot 

live without electricity nor can we survive the whole day without knowing 

whether which is the latest Gadget in use which would benefit the driver of 

an automobile to drive safely and at the same time work on his immediate 

assignment at hand. Basically, we need TECHNOLOGY and we are a big part 

of it already. We live, strive and thrive on computers, data base online, 

communication network, and the latest gadgets the unthinkable of pain and 

diseases. 

It has given us a better opportunity to preach and teach knowledge to those 

less privileged, those who cannot hear or see or speak and understand their 

language and be one and at the same time it has made it possible to grow in

millions and preach out freedom to one. Technology creates options. Options

lead to confusion. A man getting into a crowded bus will sit on any available 

seat. The same man in an empty bus will wonder whether he should sit in 

the front or back, window or aisle…. Err why I am even talking about all this. 

Without technology there wouldn’t be buses!!! 

Options besides creating confusion also create conflict. Technology creates 

wants, wants and more wants. The moment you satisfy few of them, many 

more raise their hydra head. In conclusion, we think that Technology is a 

must. It’s a Boon and it will stay so forever. Without it we could not have had
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this debate. We would not realize that it is possible to go beyond the age of 

90 and still be fit and healthy. Technology has given that to us today THREE 

IN A ROW AGAIN! WAHOO-? SAY SAY SAY-? Technology is a two-edged 

sword, one side is to hurt energy (boon) and the other injured ourselves 

(bane). 

It is never fair to say that technology is either a boon or a bane as it brings 

benefits and problems to all of us. I would say that technology is a drug, and 

we are addicted. We cannot live nor do anything any longer without 

technology. Comparing living longer without technology majority will not go 

for the simple life. Once you tried technology once, you are fascinated by the

convenience of it, there is no way one can reject it by any means; because 

technology means lots of tears and blood retained and liters of sweat were 

saved (without reference to Auto CAD), no body would like to choose things 

to do on the hard way. 

Nevertheless, technology is advancing at a tremendous pace, and it means 

that information will be outdated really fast. So if one were not able to keep 

pace with the latest technology, they will be disqualified by society without a

shadow of a doubt. Hence, is technology still a boon? Yes and no. Yes for it 

kept us warm under harsh condition, saved us lots of time (without reference

to Auto CAD), made things convenient for us (but not so for engineers who 

study electrical components), made our life more enjoyable and relax, 

provide us with quality vegetables, solved many problems for Singapore 

(egg. He extension of land, new water and many more), improving machines 

that can serve us better and many other more. No for it destroy many 

natural habitats during gathering of resources, have to work harder as more 
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advance technology means services provided must be of a higher tankard, 

people will be outdated easier when ignoring the television for too long, main

cause of many natural disasters nowadays, lesser personal communication 

due to invention of homophones and emails, the use of nuclear weapons in 

war and many other more. 
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